Enterprise Project Management

Why ProjectObjects?

>>

Delivering complex programs alongside multiple small projects on time and on
budget is a major challenge for any organization.
ProjectObjects supports organizations facing these challenges by delivering a flexible
Project and Portfolio Management (EPPM) solution through advanced Project
Management techniques for Cost Control & Forecasting and Earned Value
Management.
ProjectObjects’ robust and flexible framework drives PPM solutions that address the
needs of any organization, regardless of size or industry sector.
ProjectObjects modular architecture is the ideal partner in an Enterprise Project &
Portfolio Management solution:
 Project Control processes are fully covered through advanced vertical
modules, based on internationally adopted Project Management
methodologies.
 Cross-solution modules are designed to support collaborative project
management across teams and other organizational structures.

Project Objects Solutions
ProjectObjects doesn’t have a standard
product that we try to fit to every
customer and we don’t have a standard
implementation model that every
customer has to work with. Instead, we
offer a flexible, scalable solution that can
work with your needs and grow with you
as your PPM needs mature.
Our implementations focus on ensuring
that our product is delivering the
benefits that you need, configuring the
tool to meet your needs and never asking
you to compromise the way that you
want to run your business.
ProjectObjects works with your portfolio,
program and project management
resources, providing them with the tools
and information that they need to be
optimally effective in executing on your
initiatives without requiring them to
learn entire new ways of operating.
Our PPM Suite has been developed with
the customer in mind, and here are just
some of the ways that ProjectObjects
stands apart.
ProjectObjects
offers
a
single,
comprehensive solution that can support
the large scale, enterprise wide initiatives
and
the
more
straightforward
department and team level projects.
The modular approach allows customers
to use the tools that they need to
support each initiative and come
together to provide a portfolio wide
Enterprise Project Intelligence (EPI)
platform that provides reporting and
analytics at any level of the portfolio –
and it’s all done within a single solution.

Who Uses ProjectObjects?

>>

With its modular architecture, ProjectObjects can be configured to address the needs of all users, at various levels of the
organizational structure, and in different stages of the Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) processes.
Team members, Project Controllers, Program & Project Managers, Department Managers, and Executives, can use specific
ProjectObjects modules to support daily progress monitoring and also strategic business decision-making.
All project stakeholders can rely on dedicated modules, specifically designed for their role.
ProjectObjects can provide analytical tools and tailored information to each project team member, coherent with their role and
permissions.

Multi-Dimensional Configurability & Scalability

>>

ProjectObjects provides a unique ‘multi-dimensional’ flexibility in terms of configurability and scalability, which
makes our solution different from any other PPM software.
This is a huge advantage for our customers, who can count on a rapid implementation of a solution that best
suits their needs, and can be easily scaled to address new business requirements.

How ProjectObjects Works?
Managing Projects Life Cycle
With ProjectObjects, the project execution processes can be
managed using a Stage & Gate approach that helps you to
build a conceptual and operational roadmap for moving a
new project from idea to launch.
The project development process can be organized into
distinct, time-sequenced stages separated by management
decision gates.
Each stage can be associated to a prescribed set of activities,
deliverables and milestones that must be successfully
completed before getting management approval to proceed
to the next stage of project development.

>>
Cost data is perfectly integrated with the project schedule. It
can be organized according to multiple hierarchical codes,
and also integrated with company ERP systems.

Project Collaboration
ProjectObjects Collaboration capabilities have been designed
to enable projects teams to share information about Issues,
Actions, Changes, Risks and Documents in a single repository.
Project documents can be stored in the ProjectObjects
repository and downloaded via Web when required.
Risk management can be performed in line with defined best
practices that enable users to identify, analyse, manage, and
control project risks.
Individual risks can be evaluated in order to
determine their score and then aggregated at
project level for overall risk score evaluation.
Response actions that mitigate or avoid these
risks can be created and tracked through the fully
integrated Action Tracking module.

Time & Expenses Tracking

Scheduling & Resource Planning
The project’s schedule can be created either using the
ProjectObjects web interface or using the Microsoft Project
desktop client.
Resources can be easily planned across project activities.
Resource planning and control is delivered through a set of
powerful functions that enable users to:
 Assign resources by skill or by name
 Substitute resources according to their skills
 Quickly locate alternative resources in case of
overload assignments

Cost Management
ProjectObjects is capable of supporting cost management
processes from budgeting to control & forecasting. Costs can
be organized according to company Cost Breakdown
Structure (CBS) and Accounting Codes in order to guarantee
cross-project consolidation at company level.
The seamless integration with resource management,
contracts & rates, timesheets and expenses tracking enable
the full control of project costs & revenues, providing a clear
picture of financial project’s health to executives and project
managers.

ProjectObjects Timesheet & Expense Tracking
capabilities
bridge
the
gap
between
executive/project manager decision-making and
day-by-day project execution.
With ProjectObjects, timesheet preparation and
management is simple. Delivered entirely on the web
through a user-friendly interface, employees and consultants
can now get involved in company project tracking with the
greatest of ease.
Release and approval processes are workflow-driven.

About Project Objects
ProjectObjects has a unique, customer-centric Value Proposition that
creates and distributes value at all levels of a customer’s organization:






Rapid Implementation
High ROI
Value for Money
Low TCO
One solution fits all roles

Our value proposition is delivered via our People, Products, Solutions,
Partners and Services
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